CU ANSCHUTZ HEALTH AND
WELLNESS CENTER
Corporate Partnership
State of Slim for
City and County of Broomfield

WHY ARE WE
HERE TODAY?

HAVE YOU EVER…
• Wondered why you eat when you are not hungry?
• Lost weight but keep gaining the weight back?
• Lost motivation while focusing on your health?
• Wondered if something is wrong with your metabolism?
• Been confused about good fats vs. bad fats, or how to lose weight while being
healthy and eating real foods?
• Given up when things got uncomfortable?
• Needed more support and professional accountability?

CU ANSCHUTZ HEALTH AND
WELLNESS CENTER

A LITTLE HISTORY - OPENED APRIL 2012
Research, Education, Fitness, Wellness Clinic and Health and
Wellness services under one roof.
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Health &Wellness

MISSION AND VISION

Transform

Create

To transform the lives of
individuals and communities
through science-based
wellness strategies

A world empowered
by wellness

LEADERS IN WELLNESS AND WEIGHT LOSS

James O. Hill, PhD:

Holly R. Wyatt, MD:

John Peters, PhD:

World-renowned expert in
obesity, with over 500
publications on obesity,
wellness and/or nutrition. He
is an advisor to the federal
government, individual
states and many countries
struggling with the rising tide
of obesity.

Internationally recognized
medical expert with over 90
publications, primarily on the
topics of weight loss. As an
endocrinologist, she was
chosen as the medical
director for individuals in
season 4 of ABC’s primetime
Extreme Weight Loss.

Internationally recognized
with over 130 publications in
the field of health and
wellness. He spent 25+
years at Procter & Gamble
where he conducted product
development programs in
nutrition, obesity, diabetes,
metabolism and the science
of sustainability.

ABC’S EXTREME WEIGHT LOSS
Anschutz Health and Wellness Center partnered with primetime reality TV
show, Extreme Weight Loss. Cast members from season 4 and 5 spent
over three months of their year journey at our Center.

ABC’S EXTREME WEIGHT LOSS

“

“

The Center has one of the best weight
management programs in the world, and
advances a comprehensive approach to
overall wellness.
JD Roth
ABC’s Extreme Weight Loss’ executive producer

HEALTH (OR WEIGHT) IS JUST THE TIP OF THE
ICEBERG

Your state of health / weight
Lifestyle / Behavior
Cultural / Psychological Motivational
Spiritual / Being / Meaning

WELLNESS INCLUDES MANY COMPONENTS
Gratitude

Sleep

Stress

Resiliency

Exercise

Wellness

Positivity

Diet

Purpose

Sedentariness

Weight

STUDIES:
Wellness, Weight Loss and
Corporate Programs

OBESITY AND DIAGNOSED DIABETES
OBESITY(BMI ≥30 kg/m2):

1994

No Data

2000

<14.0%

14.0-17.9%

18.0-21.9%

2010

22.0-25.9%

>26.0%

DIABETES

No Data

2010

2000

1994

<4.5%

4.5-5.9%

6.0-7.4%

Study among US adults above 18 years of age
Center of Disease Control and Prevention; CDC’s Division of Diabetes Translation

7.5-8.9%

>9.0%

DATA SHOWS DIETS DON’T WORK LONG-TERM

SUSTAINABLE WEIGHT
MANAGEMENT SOLUTION

STATE of SLIM (SOS)

STATE of SLIM - OVERVIEW
HIGHLIGHTS
• 16-week program and guide to “fire up” your metabolism
• Science and behavior based curriculum
• Lose 10% of your body weight
• Foods are based on portion control (not counting calories)
• Activity expectations working up to 70 minutes per day
EXAMPLES OF NON-NEGOTIABLES
• Eat a meal within an hour of waking up
• Eat five to six meals a day
• Exercise 6 days a week
• Submit weekly food journal
• Best efforts to be present and engaged for 14 of 16 hour-long classes
• Participate and submit weekly homework, focusing on mindset, healthy
behavior change, empowerment and resiliency
PARTICIPANTS
People interested in rapid change who want to lose approximately
10-40 pounds. This program has strict guidelines for participants
who prefer fast pace changes with specific instructions regarding
food and exercise, with a mental shift to make sustainable changes.

STATE of SLIM - MOVEMENT AND FOODS, BY PHASES
PHASE 1: Reignite metabolism (two weeks)
• Exercise, starting with 10 minutes/day, six times/week
• Combine the right mix of carbs (24 carb options, plus unlimited
nonstarchy veggies) and protein (16 protein options)
• Eat a healthy fat twice/day (4 healthy fat options)
• No sugar for two weeks
PHASE 2: Rebuild metabolism (six weeks)
• Exercise, starting at 20 minutes/day working up to 70
minutes/day, six times/week
• Increasing more food selections for carbs, protein and fats
• Incorporating one indulgence meal per week
PHASE 3: Reinforce metabolism (eight weeks)
• Exercise, 70 minutes/day, six times/week
• Increasing more food options for carbs, protein and fats
• Incorporating two indulgence meals per week

STATE of SLIM - MENTAL TRANSFORMATION
EMPLOYEE BEHAVIOR CHANGES AND TRANSFORMATION

• Obtain a “tool-belt” of skills: behavior change, nutrition
and physical activity to keep weight off forever
• Shift mind-set to the true purpose which fuels motivation
• Create new healthy routines and rituals
• Evaluate the challenges of being overweight by
adopting a healthy lifestyle
• Learn how to develop an optimistic mind-set
• Build confidence by getting comfortable outside the comfort zone

BENEFITS OF CORPORATE
STATE OF SLIM

EMPLOYEE RECEIVES
Education and awareness from science and behavior
based weight loss curriculum
Professional accountability to maximize quality
control and participant engagement

Weekly engagement: 60-minute classroom sessions,
weigh-ins, assignments, on-going interaction with
instructor
Access to and interaction with private on-line
community and phone app

Take-away items: STATE of SLIM Book and STATE of
SLIM weekly binder with an average of 6 interactive
homework assignments each week
Support and collaboration in a convenient, closed
and confidential group
Weight loss of up to 10% of body weight

CORPORATE TESTIMONIALS
My health is so much better than it was January 2014. My cholesterol, blood pressure
and glucose have been reduced remarkably…The program for me is not all about
weight loss, it’s about digging in and seeing who you are, who you could be, about
making the choices that aren’t the easiest ones but the better ones.
-Maria
When I went in for a physical, my eyes were opened to some bad news about my
health. State of Slim was introduced to my company. It sounded so promising. I dove
in head first and there’s no looking back. My doctor was even amazed at my hard
work and the results.
-Yvette
One of my goals was certainly to lose weight, but more importantly I wanted to learn
how to eat "right". You have to be ready to commit to a complete lifestyle change and
want to continue those routines for the rest of your life! The program is hard work. It's
the combination of the Colorado diet, daily exercise and an overall change in your
mindset that makes the State of Slim program work. Meeting in a group setting with
coworkers provided support and accountability that was a unique benefit to completing
the journey together. Thanks for this opportunity, it has changed my life.
-Suzanne, State of Colorado

NEXT STEPS
Working together
• 60 minutes of curriculum based content held in Broomfield
• Weekly weigh-in, food logs and interactive homework assignments
• Access to and interaction with private on-line community
• Professional accountability to maximize quality control and participant
engagement

What you need
• Commitment and “ready to change” attitude
• Submit necessary paperwork recommended by City and County of Broomfield
• Sign commitment for engagement and contribution via payroll deductions

Cost
• Total employee contribution: $200 (City and County of Broomfield and Cigna are
contributing $600 per participant)
• Employee portion is paid via payroll deduction over 8 pay periods
• Opportunity to earn back investment by keeping weight off for a year!

Ralph Waldo Emerson

“

“

Sow a thought, and you reap an action.
Sow an action, and you reap a habit.
Sow a habit, and you reap a character.
Sow a character, and you reap a destiny.

QUESTIONS?

